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IAQ, Zero Carbon and Ventilation
Far any building, with a given external environment, IAQ within the building is a direct
function of the ventilation rate.
The move towards Zero Carbon, renewables, hydrogen, etc. requires that all energy uses
are minimised.
Energy used to provide thermally comfortable buildings:
• Fabric heat losses and gains – as we move to reduce overall energy use, fabric insulation will continue to be a focus.
• Infiltration – as we move to reduce overall energy use, airtightness will be increased, reducing this significantly.
• Ventilation – The ventilation rate of a building is governed by the requirements for IAQ in each space, the energy use
achieving this must be reduced as far as possible.
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Ventilation rates in buildings
Set out in the Building Regulations and in much more detail, in CIBSE Guidance
Non-domestic
• Ventilation rates set by occupancy – for most buildings/spaces that is a minimum of 10 l/s/occupant for mechanical ventilation.
• Building Regulations drive new build, but legal responsibility for a safe working environment drives ventilation provision in existing
and refurbished non domestic buildings.

Domestic
• New build Building Regulations - Ventilation is the greater of a fixed background rate, based on number of bedrooms (assumed
occupancy) and floor area.
• Currently a level of infiltration is assumed, ventilators required for natural or extract only ventilation reflect this.
• Current Building Regulations provide little requirement for refurbishment projects.

• Proposed new Regulation on ventilation (2022) assumes air tight, i.e. all ventilation handled by designed means of ventilatio n, and
also addresses in much more detail what is required through refurbishment.
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Ventilation and Zero Carbon
For a given ventilation rate – where is energy used in a mechanical ventilation
system?
Fans
• Electrical motor driven. Fan energy use is a function of fan speed which is governed by:
• Air flow rate – fixed by occupancy requirements.
• Pressure within the duct system – system design and installation.

Space heating / cooling
• Heating and cooling required to offset cold/hot outside air.
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Ventilation and Zero Carbon
For a given ventilation rate – where is energy used in a natural ventilation system?
Space heating / cooling
• Heating and cooling required to offset cold/hot outside air.

Control of ventilation rate and therefore energy use
• Occupants, and therefore driven by thermal comfort, appropriateness of opening windows; noise, pollution, etc. and
personal preferences.
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Ventilation and Covid
Droplets and Aerosols
Occupants - Close proximity
• Transmission driven by droplets.

Occupants – over 2 m apart
• Transmission driven by aerosols.

Rate of production of aerosols
•

Breathing : Talking : Vocalising 1 : 5 : 30.

•

Activity level - Exercising - significantly greater production than sitting still (possibly up
to 20 times). (SAGE EMG, Role of Ventilation in Controlling SARS -CoV-2)
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Comparative settling times by particle diameter (ASHRAE Position Document on
Infectious Aerosols, 14/4/2020.)
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Ventilation and Covid
Aerosols and ventilation
Removal and replacing of air within a space
• Removal of ‘contaminated’ air through extract.
• Supply fresh air into occupied space.

Mixing of air within a space
• Wall or ceiling mounted split space conditioning units.
• Fan coil units.
• Both of these systems draw room air in, heat or cool and then deliver
back into the room.
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Ventilation in buildings
Ventilation in existing buildings – What has the pandemic taught us ?
Covid has prompted a significant level of investigations into the provision of ventilation in buildings, and especially non
domestic buildings. The overarching conclusions were:
• Many businesses are unaware of the nature of ventilation provision within the buildings they occupy.
• There was little routine measurement of ventilation rates as a maintenance task.
• Maintenance of ventilation systems was often relatively poor – filters not changed, sensors not calibrated, windows stuck closed, etc.
• Occupants in naturally ventilated buildings often had little understanding of the need for year round ventilation – windows usually
operated only on a thermal comfort basis.
• The ventilation rate in a significant number of buildings, and/or spaces within buildings was significantly below that requir ed by the
Building Regulations / CIBSE.

SAGE concluded that if a building met the requirements of the Building Regulations, it posed a lower risk for airborne transm ission.
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Ventilation in buildings
Ventilation in existing buildings – What changes has the pandemic prompted ?
A significant media campaign was initiated to make busines and building owners, as well as building occupiers and
residents, aware of the importance of ventilation in maintaining a safe internal environment.
• Naturally ventilated buildings/space – advised to open windows - potential conflicts: thermal comfort, noise, pollution, security, etc.
• Mechanical ventilation – a full fresh air system – make sure it is meeting the design air flow rates and run for longer than usu al to purge
spaces before and after occupation.
• Mechanical ventilation – recirculation air system – set to 100% fresh air. This may not actually be possible while maintaining thermally
comfortable conditions.
• Assess the ventilation in spaces – monitoring CO 2 as an indicator of the ventilation rate within an occupied space. In an office
environment for example, medium to high levels of occupancy in a space will give a good indication of ventilation rate, but l ow levels of
occupancy my not give meaningful indications.
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Ventilation in buildings - EHOs
Assessing ventilation in existing buildings
Potential methods.
• Walk through – identify natural ventilation provision – usable, painted closed, opening area, etc.
• Measure – use air flow instruments to measure the supply/extract rates and compare that to occupancy.
• Monitor – CO2 sensors located in a space to assess the impact of space use and ventilation provision.
Typical situation – small music venue, located behind a pub. During periods of use the occupancy can be very high, for up to 2 h ours at a
time and the ventilation provision is very limited. Owners view the air quality as ‘part of the atmosphere, hot and sweaty…th at’s what the
punters want.’
No social distancing and therefore transmission by droplets to adjacent people is highly likely, but adequate ventilation cou ld minimise the
potential for aerosol transmission to everyone within that space.
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Ventilation in buildings
Ventilation in existing buildings
Classrooms in Africa and Asia
• Usually naturally ventilated and like the
UK, cold, noisy, polluted outside, the
windows are closed.
• Increased risk of Covid transmission.
• Several EU partners looking to
demonstrate very simple, easily replicated
systems for such applications.
• Robust solutions rolled out for local self
build, using materials that can be sourced
locally.
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IAQ (ventilation) and Zero Carbon
Ventilation in many spaces needs to be increased.
What is the energy use outlook?
• More electrical power – fans – increased flow rates.
• More heating and cooling – increased flow rates.
• What can we do to minimise the impact of this:
• Most efficient fans possible.
• Heat and coolth recovery.
• Mixed mode of ventilation – in the UK that would be natural ventilation by windows in summer and then controlled mechanical
ventilation in winter.
• Match flow rate to demand – demand controlled ventilation.
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IAQ and Zero Carbon
What is the future balance?
There will always be a compromise between IAQ and energy use.
In the home this is about removal of; moisture, cooking smells and particles, off -gassing from construction materials, etc.
In non domestic buildings this is about ensuring healthy working and public spaces.

In all cases, ventilation has a potential energy use.
Covid has re-framed the wider understanding of the need for ventilation, from purge ventilation and thermal comfort to
health, and very powerfully, to personal safety.
‘Scores on the doors’ may be a good solution to allay concern, and meeting Building Regulations for new build and major
refurbishment must remain a requirement, but the change to global energy use resulting from ensuring adequate
ventilation in all existing buildings is going to be something we are now going to have to factor in to our future.
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